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LEAP

FORWARD

The latest update of the popular pdf
toolbox extends functionalities to
make it more comprehensive and robust
pre-press tool.

Marketplace

From Written Off
to Protability

Kodak announces its return to protability
driven by improvements in income from
continuing operations.

Learning Curve

Production Printing

is Changing

Changing demographics and greater volumes
of information is forcing production
printers to outsource.
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THE THE
BEST*
LEGACY JUST GOT
CONTINUES BETTER

Presenting The Innovative imagePRESS C10000VP
The innovative imagePRESS C10000VP takes digital color printing to the next level. It uses various proven and upgraded
Color Control technologies like Auto Gradation Adjustment, Auto Correct Color Tone,Shading Correction and Multiple Density
Adjustment Technology. This Powerful Print Engine driven by Hyper RIP Print Servers reliably delivers print speeds of up to
100 PPM and consistency at 350 GSM without compromising on Quality and offers an excellent return on investment for
busy Graphic Art environment.

Salient Features
100 PPM
Digital Color
Printing

2400 X 2400 DPI
Print Quality with
256 grey Levels

Gloss Optimized
Offset like Print
Smoothness

Media Handling
Upto 350 GSM

*Canon imagePRESS C70XXVP was voted as Winner of “Popular ColorCut Sheet Digital Press” in Print WeekIndia June 2013 Online Polls

Enhanced Texture
Media Printing

To Register For

Demo SMS "CANPP" to 575758

7th & 8th Floor, Tower-B, Building # 5, DLF Epitome, DLF Phase III, Gurgaon - 122002 Ph.: 0124-4160000 Fax: 0124-4160011
www.canon.co.in/ppp, Call: 1800 180 3366 (Toll Free) or 39010101 ( prefix your city code while calling)

210X290 mm

Supports Paper
Length Upto
762 MM
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It surprises me how the pace of activity at the Association level does
nose dive during the summer months. The reason for this could be
that all of us grapple with major ‘leaves’ at our units for the summer
brake is firmly encoded in our DNA; thanks to the schooling system of
India. So, we hope your vacations have been filled with great exploits
and superb photography. Do keep sharing with us the photo shots
that could be featured in your magazine, Print Bulletin.
Taking the sharing forward, we are sure that you are not reading
this title as closely as we would hope. Two of our team mates,
Vishwanath Shetty and Iqbal Kherodawala have been making regular
contributions for sometime now. But we are always looking forward
to some message or opinion from members and Print Bulletin readers
expressing themselves over our peers’ contributions. And more
importantly, we await to kindle in you a similar interest to participate
in adding to the fun and resource of your magazine, Print Bulletin.
You may send us essays, poems, photographs or technical and
management literature that makes for worthy publishing. All of it will
be done with due credits, we guarantee!
The BMPA has aided to the resolve a unified group of Large Format
print shops who are anticipating some ‘bad’ move by the Sales Tax
department in imposing an additional duty charge with retrospective
effect, and a penalty thereon. Meetings have been held with the Sales
Tax Commissioner, and the representation has also been made before
the Honourable Finance Minister in the Government of Maharashtra.
Both BMPA and MMS have also represented before the Maharashtra
Government imploring them to keep a lenient and relaxed GST tax
structure on materials and items from the print-packaging industry.
We have engaged a battery of professional consultants who report
and resolve our members’ issues over the matters of Income Tax,
Service Tax, Excise, Foreign Exchange Management Act, and Goods
and Services Tax. Monthly emails from BMPA will keep you posted
with reports. The same are available online on the BMPA website
www.bmpa.org. You can always write us an email at admin@bmpa.
org and ex.sec@mumbaimudraksangh.org

Copy Editor - Prashant Shah

We look forward to more interaction with you through Print Bulletin,
and through your queries via emails.

Consultant - Shripad Kulkarni (Ascharya Creative Communications)

Best Wishes,

Editor - Uday Dhote

Design: Dhote Offset Technokrafts Pvt. Ltd.
Tel.: +91 22 42389898 email: info@dhoteoffset.net
Cover: Printed on 210 gsm Matt Art Card
Inside pages: Printed on 100 gsm Matt Art Paper

Mehul A. Desai

Tushar Dhote

All rights reserved. For internal circulation only.
Views expressed by the contributors are their personal and not necessarily
that of The Bombay Master Printers’ Association and Mumbai Mudrak Sangh.
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A childhood friend, long-forgotten and written off, is
making its way back in our lives simplified by digital
revolution. A simple notebook is winning our hearts and
minds again.

Seekho aur Samjho’s fourth session this year was
conducted by Kiran Prayagi of Graphic Art Technology &
Education. The technical yet interactive session focused
on proofing and prepress operations.

Magic pie of the ‘Middle East’
The latest Smithers Pira report shares a good news. The
report says: Middle East presents the new booming
market for the international print industry.

Convenience is the ‘growth driver’
Consumers’ convenience demand will drive demand for
flexible packaging, says the latest Smithers Pira report.

Ricoh’s resolve shows in their goals
Ricoh recently announced new goals to strengthen its
commitment to fostering sustainability in business and
society.

Indian Printers at SINO Corrugated
170 printers from India attended SINO Corrugated 2017
in Shanghai, China in April. Uday Dhote shares the
glimpses of this memorable journey.

Lessons in lamination
Print Bulletin’s knowledge-filled, FAQ-format articleseries by K. Panthala Selvan, an UGRA certified expert
and standardisation consultant from the Chennai-based
Pressman Academy for Print Education and Resources.

TARIFF CARD
Full page

:

10000

Half page

:

5500

Double spread :

20000

11.7" x 16.5"

Centre spread :

22000

11.7" x 16.5"

Back cover

:

20000

11.7" x 8.25"

Cover inside 2 :

15000

11.7" x 8.25"

Cover inside 3 :

12000

11.7" x 8.25"

Classified

1500*

3.5” x 2.5”

:

11.7" x 8.25"
(V)11.7" x 4.1" or (H) 5.85" x 8.25

Advertisement add 3 mm for Bleed.
* ‘For sale’ etc. ads for members only.

A unique discount is available on annual contracts.
To know more, write to us at admin@bmpa.org OR
ex.sec@mumbaimudraksangh.org.
Payments to be issued vide cheque favouring:
Mumbai Mudrak Sangh.
All artworks to be supplied in hi-res PDF or convert to curves CDR format

SEND US YOUR FEEDBACK
Has something you’ve read in PRINT BULLETIN intrigued or
excited you? Write in and share it with us. We would love to
hear from you, we shall publish a selection of your responses
in the forthcoming issues.
Email us at: ex.sec@mumbaimudraksangh.org
We welcome your emails, while reserving the right to edit
them for length and clarity. By sending us your letters you
permit us to publish it in the magazine. We regret that we
cannot always reply personally to your emails.
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The Power of a Notebook
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A childhood friend, long-forgotten and written off, is claiaming its in our lives simplified by the digital revolution.
A humble notebook is winning our hearts and minds again.
About a decade and a half ago India witnessed the digital
revolution. Personal computers made inroads in the lives
and the homes of the middle class in the society. The mobile
telephony became more accessible for a vast majority of the
people. In the past few years, smartphone sales have outpaced
the sales of the humble feature phones. All of it practically
changed the way we manage and access our personal data
– from addresses and phone numbers of our family, friends
and foes to our appointments, thoughts, and discussions at
meetings. The laptops, phones, and smartphones rapidly
replaced the notebooks, diaries, and scrapbooks.

A notebook helps you achieve more
“People with clear, written goals, accomplish far more in a
shorter period of time than people without them could ever
imagine,” Alisha Kehimkar, Co-founder and Executive Director
of LycodonFX quotes Brian Tracy to explain her passion for
using notebooks. “I use multiple notebooks for daily to-do lists,
appointments, note-taking, personal and business goals, travel
plans and so on. Writing down things helps me better organise
my thoughts and life.” Ms Kehimkar insists, “Notebooks have
a lot of thought process, emotions and feelings involved
than any digital gadget. You look back at a decade-old note,
and the whole story in and around the note comes to life.
The handwriting, the choice of words, the ink, the paper...
everything reveals a lot more than the mere text or an image
on a flat digital pane.”
Ms Kehimkar’s experience is echoed by many people in a recent
survey conducted to explore the use of notebooks. About 70%
of the assesses found that writing down their ideas gave them
better creative results than typing them. Over 68% felt they
were more likely to remember what they had written as against
what they had typed. Surprisingly, however, only the 23% of the
respondents admitted that they carry a notepad or diary to note
down their thoughts.

An inspiring connect with life

“I use multiple notebooks for daily to-do lists, appointments, note-taking,
personal and business goals, travel plans and so on,” says Alisha Kehimkar.

“notebooks are more about convenience for me. Noting down
any interesting things I see or the ideas that strike while I am
having a conversation with someone is my need. It is also not as
intrusive as a smartphone of iPad camera or a laptop computer.”
He further highlights a unique aspect of using the notebooks
as a business tool, “notes and notebooks for me offer a deeper
connect with my clients, ideas, and emotions attached to a
project because anything I note down, I seem to remember it a
bit better.”

“As an artist, I find a pocket-sized notebook is the best tool to
express myself,” says Rahul Das, a young creative director, and
a dynamic fine artist. Mr Das started using notebooks during his
college years. As a young and successful creative professional,
he says, “writing down, taking notes and doodling is essential
for me to keep pace with my mind that keeps working through
the day.”

Mr Das thinks that note-taking and notebooks are a simple
yet effective tool for a creative professional like himself. “With
notebooks, my thoughts and ideas turn physical. And, over the
years they have actually built a collection that I can look back
and be inspired.”

Contrary to the common belief that the digital platforms offer
convenience over the bulky, physical notebooks, Mr Das says,

C.H. Java and Company, well-known as Java Paper Group,
with Imperial Graphics, Mumbai has brought a special pocket

Win an inspiration
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To win the pocket notebook set, all you have to do
is visit Java Paper’s Facebook page
(https://goo.gl/MbF904) and like it. The first 50
readers who like the page will receive
the pocket notebook set from Java Paper. For more
details please write to mail@javapaper.com

notepad set to the market. The pocket notepad set consists
of a notepad cover with six page refills. The refills are made
using premium graphic papers with a variety of surfaces and
colours from the Zeta range of papers by Reflex GmbH & Co.
KG, Germany. The notepad cover is made using Elefantenhaut
specialty paper with a scratch- and abrasion-proof finish that
can be simply wiped to clean. The entire set is packed in a box
created using Zanpack Touch, a premium, uncoated, solidbleached board from Zanders GmbH, Germany.
The six refills provided as a part of the set ensure that our
customers never run out of pages for their ideas and thoughts.
The cover is designed for easy replacement of the refills and has
an in-built bookmark for you to quickly catch up where you last

Top 5 advantages of notebooks by Alisha Kehimkar
• Notes quickly offer a gist of the whole thing in a glance.
• Writing down things helps understand them better as one
remains more focused while note-taking.
• Sharp focus helps you keep your brain sharp. Note-taking
is a good cognitive exercise that engages your motorskills, memory, etc.
• Helps the creative juices flow better. Writing makes one
think more creatively and expressively than typing.
• Materialising one’s thoughts by writing them out can
have an amazing calming effect.

left off. The set also consists of a depiction of how-touse this kit, which doubles as a soft board pin on why
you should try a book!
Java Paper has offered pocket notebook sets to the
Print Bulletin readers. To win the pocket notebook set,
all you have to do is visit Java Paper’s Facebook page
(https://goo.gl/MbF904) and like it. The first 50 readers
who like the page will receive the pocket notebook
set from Java Paper. For more details please write to
mail@javapaper.com.
So go ahead. Visit Java Paper’s Facebook page and
gift yourself an inspiring tool to achieve more in life.

“People with clear, written goals, accomplish far more
in a shorter period of time than people without them
could ever imagine.” -- Brian Tracy
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Proofing and Prepress
Seekho aur Samjho’s fourth session this year was conducted by Kiran Prayagi of Graphic Art Technology &
Education. The technical yet interactive session focused on proofing and prepress operations.
On April 20, BMPA in Association with Government Institute
of Printing Technology (GIPT) and PrintWeek India, conducted
the fourth session of the Seekho aur Samjho (SaS). The session,
hosted at GIPT and conducted by the veteran print-technology
educator Kiran Prayagi, focused on various proofing methods,
choosing the correct proofing method for the job, the soft
proofing, file formats and their suitability, and how to make
images and types suitable for print.

Why proofing?
In earlier SaS workshops, Mr Prayagi focused on colour
management, and the many aspects of colour in printing. Taking
the discourse a step forward, this session examined proofing
in detail because various proofing methods play a crucial role
in delivering consistent and predictable quality prints that are
aligned to the clients’ brief and product specifications.
“Proof is an authentic document or evidence,” Mr Prayagi
began his session with the simple definition, underlining
the importance of the process. “Just like in a court of justice
documentary and other evidence is admitted as a proof, in our
industry, proof comes handy to demonstrate to the customer
the final product. The proof is also the sample that customer
approves for the full-scale production to continue.”
The proof, thus, plays an important and a critical role in the
production process and as an interface with the client, the
process of making this document is equally important in the
print production process. Various original inputs (photographs,
scanned images, vectors), design inputs, text material (typesets,
edit), and various instructions are a part of the production
process. At the proofing stage all the inputs are checked for
accuracy and correct format, and only after the proof approval,
the further media process and production is undertaken.
Further, proofing is conducted at various stages during the print
process to ensure high quality and according to the proof print

Kiran Prayagi shared important knowledge about proofing through on-screen
presentation and many printed samples during SaS on April 20 at GIPT.

production process. Typesetting, camera and scanner set-ups,
page make-up, plates, print and finishing stages have their own
proofing checks to ensure error-free, quality product output.

Beyond colour and images
Proofing process encompasses text, graphics, images and
colours. “From concept to the final product, the visual and the
layout must look balanced.” Mr Prayagi added, by showing
various examples such as magazines, posters, and packaging
products, “one must consider a variety of aspects while proofing,
including the balance of the ink on the paper, if the final product
is the printed one, and of the light and visual impact of various
angles in case of a packaging product.”
Mr Prayagi shared a quick tip that to effectively and quickly
proof the black-and-white or greyscale pages dominated by text
and graphics, a quick laser print works the best for guide proofs.
He, later, detailed many proofing methods through the course
of his presentation, including the text proof, contact or colour
proof, etc.
“Colour proofing is an important and significant step in the
print industry also because we make products
for a wide range of industries. We have to use as
range of substrates, and ensure accurate colour
matching across materials,” Mr Prayagi closed
his presentation by underlining the necessity and
criticality of the proofing process in the industry.
To learn more about proofing and prepress, scan the
QR Code to watch this session on YouTube. You you can
visit the BMPA’s YouTube channel at BMPA CTP.
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Magic pie of the ‘Middle East’
The latest Smithers Pira report shares a good news. The report says: Middle East presents the new booming market
for the international print industry.
The Middle East and North Africa (MENA) print market is offering
dynamic and exciting opportunities according to
the latest exclusive research from Smithers Pira.

A land of opportunities
Data in the new report – The Future of Printing in
the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) to 2022
– shows the region as a whole is set to expand
from a value of $26.8 billion in 2017 at an annual
rate of 8.7% to pass $40 billion in 2022. This
contrasts with a mean annual growth of 2.4% for
2012-2017 reflecting the opening of until now
underdeveloped countries to the full range of
modern print products and technologies.
This expansion is occurring against a more
static backdrop for the print industry generally,
with annual global growth pegged at a more
sober 2% as traditional segments decline. As a
consequence the Middle East and North Africa can
be seen as an attractive strategic growth target
for international print equipment and consumable
suppliers.

Digital drives value in MENA
MENA is not divorced from wider print technology
trends, with digital – inkjet and toner – output set
to rise at the fastest rate. Overall MENA output
will rise from 2.61 trillion A4 sheet equivalents
in 2017 to 2.76 trillion in 2022. This is a more
modest 2.8% annual growth, but emphasises the
value-adding potential and higher per unit print
service providers will be able to realise with a
new generation of print, pre-press, and finishing
equipment.

High volumes and premium quality

The Future of Printing in the Middle
East and North Africa to 2022
Our exclusive content:

f In-depth, quantitative forecasts of the MENA
printing market: by substrate, print process,
end-use application, and national market

f Qualitative analysis of the local market and

technology drivers and how these will impact
market evolution through to 2022

f Over 200 tables and figures providing strategic
insight in an easy-to-use format

Expertise for your industry

What does the report cover?
This report examines the opportunities for suppliers of print
equipment, consumables and print service providers in the
dynamic Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region. Its exclusive
data shows how a market valued at over $35.1 billion in 2017
will see annual cross-segment growth of 9.0%, to reach $54.0
billion in 2022. Consumption of printed materials will rise from
15.8 million tonnes in 2017 to reach 22.6 million tonnes in 2022.
Smithers’ analysis tracks how this lucrative and expanding
market differs from more mature regions, where print revenues
are static or even declining. This includes insight into the key
growth segments and national markets, the reasons behind their
expansion, and how these can be exploited by both domestic
and international companies.

What’s included in the price?
£4,500 $6,500 €5,250
electronic version of the report in
f An
PDF format. You may add a hardcopy

version (mailed to you); see the order
form for details

f
of key trends, strategic market
f Analyses
forecasts and extensive tables and figures
5-year market forecasts

If you are looking to grow your business,
launch new products or find out about
new and emerging markets, Smithers Pira
Consultancy can provide you with bespoke,
practical and cost effective research solutions
to meet your specific business needs.

We can deliver:

f Unique global market focus
expertise in market sizing,
f Consultancy
forecasting, strategic business planning
and due diligence

team of industry experts, leading
f Aconsultants
and researchers in over
50 countries

Smithers PIRA
members

SAVE

10%

on market reports

www.smitherspira.com/products/market-reports

Stephen Hill, Smithers Pira Operations Director – EMEA, says,
“The drop in the demand for high volume print products – like
books and newspapers – in core European and North America
markets, means the print industry needs to find new markets.
And from a number of perspectives MENA is very attractive for
this. We are seeing global print firms opening new offices and
reporting sales to the region, and local print service providers
diversifying their product offering as they rapidly adopt new
technologies.” He further cautions, “Of course, selling effectively
into MENA has some unique challenges but our research
shows the demand is and will be there; and there are specific
opportunities now, like the opening up of the post-sanctions

Got an individual
business requirement?

relationships with key business
f Strong
decision makers

For more information about Smithers
Pira Market Reports or Consultancy
Europe/Asia
Paul Adam
padam@smithers.com
+44(0)1372 802186

North/South America
Michael Weilacher
mweilacher@smithers.com
+1 330 762 7441 ext. 1138

Iranian market, and transition economies moving towards food
sold in supermarkets in locally printed packaging.”

What’s for us?
Middle East market already has many strong Indian printers as
suppliers and as primary business players. This makes them at a
better vantage point to leverage the growth in the market. For
others, it is an opportunity to participate in the market directly
or indirectly through shared workflows or direct exports. The
question is are you ready to seize the opportunities offered by
the boom in the Middle East market?
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Convenience is the ‘growth driver’
Consumers’ convenience demand will drive demand for flexible packaging, says the latest Smithers Pira report.
Shifts in consumer lifestyles and the consequent demand for
convenience products, are contributing to a
growing use of flexible packaging, replacing
traditional formats, such as glass jars and metal
cans.
Smithers Pira’s latest report, ‘The Future of Flexible
Packaging to 2022’ forecasts this market will grow
during 2017-2022 at annual rate of 4.1% to 33.5
million tonnes. Global consumer flexible packaging
consumption amounts to 27.4 million tonnes in
2017 and total flexible packaging sales (consumer
and industrial) are valued at $229 billion in 2017
and are forecast to grow to $282.6 billion by
2022.
Smithers’ analysis includes insight into which
market segments and regions will see the
strongest growth, the trends driving market
expansion, and how individual firms can best
position themselves to effectively leverage these
opportunities.

The Future of Global Flexible
Packaging to 2022
Our exclusive content:

f Quantitative forecasts of the flexible packaging
market, segmented by pack format, substrate,
end-use application and region

f Qualitative analysis of key market drivers and
their impact on market evolution to 2022

f Over 150 tables and figures provide data and
strategic insight in an easy to use format

Expertise for your industry

What does the report cover?
The Future of Global Flexible Packaging to 2022 explores
the market opportunities for flexible packaging and includes
exclusive data sets that provide a comprehensive, quantitative
view of global markets. According to the report the total market
for consumer and industrial flexible packaging is almost $230
billion in 2017. The market is projected to grow at an annual
rate of 4.3%, reaching a total value of $283 billion in 2022.
The volume of consumer flexible packaging will grow at annual
rate of 4.1%, increasing from 27.4 million tonnes in 2017 to
33.5 million tonnes in 2022. Smithers’ analysis includes insight
into which market segments and regions will see the strongest
growth, the trends driving market expansion, and how individual
firms can best position themselves to effectively leverage these
opportunities.

Got an individual
business requirement?

If you are looking to grow your business,
“Flexible packaging offers several advantages
launch new products or find out about
new and emerging markets, Smithers Pira
compared to rigid pack formats, including
Consultancy can provide you with bespoke,
practical and cost effective research solutions
extended shelf life, improved cost economics,
to meet your specific business needs.
lower pack weight and freight cost savings.
We can deliver:
Multilayer flexible packaging solutions, including
f Unique global market focus
expertise in market sizing,
f Consultancy
metallised film, are being adopted across many
forecasting, strategic business planning
and due diligence
different end-use sectors. Retort foods and
team of industry experts, leading
f Aconsultants
and researchers in over
What’s included in the price?
50 countries
pharmaceuticals packaging are growing markets,
relationships with key business
f Strong
£4,500 $6,500 €5,250
for example for PET-based transparent deposition
decision makers
Smithers PIRA
members
electronic version of the report in
f An
PDF format. You may add a hardcopy
SAVE
films, while high-barrier films are used in caseversion (mailed to you); see the order
For more information about Smithers
form for details
Pira Market Reports or Consultancy
10%
ready and modified atmosphere packaging.” David
on
market
reports
f Five-year market forecasts
Europe/Asia
North/South America
Platt, Report Author adds, “Growing demand
of key trends, strategic market
f Analyses
Bill Allen
Michael Weilacher
forecasts and extensive tables and figures
ballen@smithers.com mweilacher@smithers.com
from the major retailers for an extended shelf life
+44(0)1372 802086
+1 330 762 7441 ext. 1138
www.smitherspira.com/products/market-reports
and from consumers for convenient products are
driving sales of barrier packaging films. Other key
trends include the growing use of sustainable packaging based
on biodegradable polymers, bio-derived materials and recycled
plastics, and down gauging films for cost reduction.”
Converters continue to develop novel products, thus opening
up new retail opportunities for flexible packaging substrates.
Smithers’ comprehensive analysis segments this industry by
Different functionalities and creatively shaped pouch packages,
flexible substrate; end-use application; geographic and the key
for example, offer a differentiation that enables a product to
national markets.
stand out on the shelf.
This shows how technology developments are also supporting
Flexible packaging demand, like most other markets, is
the growth of flexible packaging. Pouches, particularly standinfluenced by the economic cycle. The outlook for flexible
up pouches, are the fastest-growing product category in the
packaging market growth is likely to be negatively influenced by
flexible packaging market. Pouch equipment manufacturers
an expectation of moderate global economic growth during the
are delivering machinery capable of faster production speeds,
five-year period to 2022. Emerging and developing economies
greater versatility and improved sealing techniques, which
are forecast to grow at twice the rate of advanced countries and
improves the competitive position of pouches versus alternative
offer the best prospects for flexible packaging market growth.
pack formats.
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Print Bulletin brings to you all the industry news and updates from India and across the world, through quick-toread news snippets.

Happy with QIPC systems
Q.I. Press Controls (QIPC), the Dutch specialist in
measurement and control systems for the printing
industry, has recently installed two of its technologically
advanced systems in two Indian printing plants – SAP
Print Solutions in Mumbai, and Sahitya Mudranalaya in
Ahmedabad. Both are extremely satisfied now that they
have seen the systems up and running over the last few
months. SAP has even placed a new order.
In Mumbai, two mRC-3D cameras for colour register
and cut-off control were installed on a Manugraph
Cityline press. “We already had a positive experience
using QIPC’s register control on our Harris NCH 400
printing press”, says SAP’s Managing Director Santosh
Bamne, explaining why his company, which previously
focused on book and commercial printing but which is
now involved in the web-offset market, plumped for
QIPC for the automation of its brand new printing press.
“Because we are still new on the web-offset market, we
wanted to offer a better quality at a competitive price.
We benefited from a more efficient printing process with
better control and so decided to opt for QIPC again.”
The mRC-3D for register and cut-off control is now doing
exactly what SAP expected of it. “The system has been
in operation for a few months and we’ve not regretted
our decision to buy for one moment”, explains Santosh
Bamne. “The goals we set ourselves with respect to
savings in waste, precision of the final product and less
dependency on personnel have all been attained”. The
satisfaction of SAP has even led to placing a new order
for mRC-3D for colour register control on their Harris
NCH400 press.
Sahitya Mudranalaya Likewise two mRC-3D cameras
were installed in Ahmedabad, this time for colour
register and cut-off control, on a Harris NC400B book
printing press. “The system has improved the quality of
our printing enormously”, explains a satisfied customer.
This company has a reputation for state-of-the-art
equipment working at high speed and producing a
reliable quality.
“As well as a greater consistency in cut-off accuracy,
we have been able to achieve considerable savings in
waste”, adds Sahitya Mudranalaya. “Before installing
the system we would lose many copies, in particular
during splice and speed changes. Now we hardly lose
anything.” Operators at Sahitya Mudranalaya are also
happy with how the mRC-3D system operates. “The
control system is so easy to use that the operators
have very little to do during the start-up phase and
afterwards.”

Flint Group launches new generation of
Sheetfed UV low migration inks
Redefining quality and stability in the press-room, Flint Group today
launches its new generation of Sheetfed UV low migration inks;
UltraCURA® Sens, UltraCURA® Sens Plas, and UltraCURA® Sens Bases.
Created out of a new resin technology system, these inks are the first
in a series of advanced energy curing products from Flint Group to be
launched in 2017.
The UltraCURA® Sens systems are low-odour, low-migration process ink,
and base inks for sheetfed and web offset packaging printing. They’re
suitable for coated and uncoated papers and board and Plas is also
suitable for plastic substrates. They all give excellent adhesion, good
ink-water stability, good rub resistance, high colour strength, fast curing
speed and thanks to low water pick up, very good press stability.
The new UltraCURA® Sens range is available now, please contact your
local Flint Group sales team.

H.V. Sheth elected as the President of Asia Print
Association
H.V. Sheth, President, Indian Printing, Packaging and Allied Machinery
Manufacturers’ Association (IPAMA), has been elected as President of
Asia Print in the Asia Print Meeting held during China Print, at Beijing,
on May 10, 2017. There were representatives of nine Asian countries
in the meeting and Mr. Sheth was elected unanimously. With the
dynamic leadership of Mr. Sheth, IPAMA has set a milestone step at the
International level. This shows that IPAMA has a strong presence in the
international print fraternity.
Organisation

Name

Designation

Country

Indian Printing, Packaging and Allied
Machinery Manufacturers’ Association

H.V. Sheth

President

India

Kaizer Exhibitions and Conference Sdn.
Bhd.

Belle Yam

Vice President Malaysia

Jude Sanjeev
Mohan

Vice President Sri Lanka

The Sri Lanka Association of Printers
Printing and Printing Equipment
Industries Association of China

Jiangou Xu

Outgoing
President

China

Korea E and Ex. Inc.

Choong-jin Kim

Member

Korea

Krista Exhibitions

Daud D. Salim

Member

Indonesia

Pakistan Association of Printing and
Graphic Arts Industry

Abdul Majeed

Member

Pakistan

Printing Industries Association of
Philippines

John L. Choa

Member

Philippines

Graphic Arts Suppliers and
Manufacturers Trade Association

Chaiwat
Hansomwong

Member

Thailand

The Indonesian Master Printers’
Association

Jimmy Juneanto

Member

Indonesia
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DOMINO’S INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
A comprehensive range of CIJ inks
Domino Printing Sciences launched its new specialist continuous
inkjet (CIJ) inks at Interpack 2017 (Messe Düsseldorf, May
4-10, 2017). The inks are designed specifically for the food
and beverage packaging sectors. Compatible with Domino’s
latest range of CIJ printers, the Ax-Series, each ink has been
formulated, optimised and rigorously tested to ensure reliability,
dependability and consistency, resulting in the highest quality
codes. “We are the only coding and marking company that is a
member of the European Printing Ink Association (EuPIA). We
work to good manufacturing practice standards to ensure that
the raw materials we use for producing our inks are suitable
for our customer’s intended use. This involves carrying out
migration tests and a Worse Case Calculation for each raw
material.” Josie Harries, Ink Development Manager at Domino
Printing Sciences, said, “The inks are compliant with both
industry and national standards, including the Swiss Ordinance
list for food contact materials and articles. All our new inks have
been designed specifically for the i-Pulse, the print head featured
on all Ax-Series CIJ printers.”
Among these new inks is the i-Pulse black fast dry retort
resistant ink (2BK858), designed especially to resist a wide range
of industrial retort (steam sterilisation) processes encountered
in food packaging applications. The 2BK858 ink can be applied
to a wide range of rigid and plastic materials, and is capable of
adhering to challenging food packaging surfaces.
The i-Pulse black ethanol plastic ink (1BK111) also has excellent
adhesion properties on a wide range of flexible and rigid plastic
substrates used not only in food packaging, but also beverage,
dairy and personal care. Our ketone-free ink, 1BK111, dries
faster than most ethanol-based inks, approaching the fast dry

time of the MEK-based inks. This makes it particularly suited for
use on high speed production lines.
Domino has also developed two new inks for the beverage sector
which have been designed for coding substrates where a layer
of moisture is present. As the dried ink can be removed through
caustic wash processes, these inks are particularly suitable for use
on returnable glass bottles. The i-Pulse yellow ink (2YL855), with
its high opacity and contrast on dark substrates, is designed for
marking coloured returnable glass bottles and plastic kegs, while
the i-Pulse black ink (2BK156), a high-reliability, fast dry black ink,
has been developed for coding onto both PET and clear returnable
glass bottles.

Domino to shape Industry 4.0 for maximum efficiency
Domino Printing Sciences is shaping new areas of coding and
marking with the introduction of Industry 4.0 concepts and
innovations to its range of products. The company is using the
Domino Cloud service tool and the i-Techx platform to provide
remote access and monitoring, as well as error-free coding and
system integration. This will result in a smart, interconnected
network of machines and processes that centralise and simplify
coding procedures.
“Coding requirements are becoming increasingly more complex
in a number of industries around the world, which means system
integration and the improved automation of the production line
are key to simplifying the coding process,” says James Murtagh,
Industry 4.0 Lead at Domino Printing Sciences. “There’s no better
way of achieving this than through the Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT).”
He continues: “Domino is actively collaborating with organisations
to develop industry communication standard protocols for coding
and marking. We are members of the
OPC foundation, OMAC (Organisation for
Machine Automation and Control), ODVA
(Open DeviceNet Vendor Association)
and the WS (Weihenstephan Standards)
industrial working group. Domino
believes in an interoperable world,
which is why we are proud of our
membership with these bodies.”
Mr Murtagh highlights a recent example
of Domino’s Industry 4.0 technology:
“The newly launched Ax-Series
Continuous Ink Jet (CIJ) printers use an
array of integrated sensors to automate
system monitoring, allowing for
proactive and predictive diagnostics and
remote service support through IIoT and

Multi-coloured ink samples
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connection to the Domino Cloud. We are providing the building
blocks of Industry 4.0 in coding and marking.”
“Thanks to Domino Cloud, we have effectively substituted reactive
fixing with proactive servicing,” explains
Mr Murtagh. “By combining this online tool with our i-Techx
coding and automation software, Domino is able to provide
a comprehensive Industry 4.0 solution.” The cloud-hosted
dashboards provide 24/7 access to up-to-date printer information.
This enables the customer to be alerted to any issues, retrieve
data for Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) calculations,
compare printer performance across plants, as well as forecast
ahead for refilling and reordering inks and consumables.
The i-Techx software integrates Domino printers into factory
automation systems such as MES (Manufacturing Execution
System) and ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) via industry
communication standard protocols.
Remote connectivity is one of the key features of i-Techx.
The central management of label design and customisation

The data collected by i-Techx on printer operation can be accessed through the Domino
Cloud dashboard by the customer at any time, regardless of the location

of operator screens means that human intervention is
significantly reduced, which in turn removes the incidence
of coding and marking errors. The data collected by i-Techx
on printer operation – from running performance to ink and
makeup levels, as well as wear and tear on components – can
be accessed through the Domino Cloud dashboard by the
customer at any time, regardless of the location.



PLASTIC-FREE BLISTER PACK
One of the world’s most widely used forms of packaging – the
blister pack – can now be made totally in paperboard. Two
obvious benefits are reduced environmental impact and less
consumer rage and self-injury. Blister packs are made to hang
on a holder in the retail store and often consist of a paperboard
backing and a moulded transparent plastic front section to
display the product to the consumer. The Norwegian converter
Moltzaus’s ingeniously designed Cefapac improves both the
pack’s environmental performance and its openability, and has
already won awards.

the well-known problem of the extreme difficulty of opening
plastic blister packs, the basic concept was to replace the plastic
with paperboard. What’s unique with the Cefapac solution
is that we chose to replace all the traditional creases with
perforations, which gives the desired opening-ability.”

“Our development work had two starting points – environmental
impact and ease of opening,” explains Eirik Faukland, the
packaging veteran in charge of R&D at Moltzau. “To get around

“Invercote’s superior tear strength is a prerequisite for a goodquality pack,” Mr Faukland says. “Both the strength and how
it performs in the various stages of converting and filling are
crucial.” He says another benefit is that in the packs Moltzau has
produced so far, the perforations have allowed the customer to
increase the speed of the filling lines compared with those using
creased packaging blanks.

However, when perforations replace creases, the risk is that they
cannot protect the pack’s contents well enough. The choice of
which paperboard to use is therefore crucial.

Innovation with Invercote

The world-leading manufacturer of ski wax, Swix, is currently
packing some of its waxes in Cefapacs and plans to expand
the trial. Other products in Cefapacs already on the market are
dressings for wounds and non-prescription medicines. In the
autumn of 2015 Cefapac was honoured with a Scandinavian
packaging award, Scanstar, and in 2017 will receive the
WorldStar award from the World Packaging Organisation.

Ski wax from the global leader Swix in an easily opened, plastic-free pack. The pack
could just as well hold a deodorant or skin cream from a manufacturer who wants to
move from a fossil-based packaging material to a renewable, non-fossil-based one.
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As the pack’s designer, Eirik Faukland has also been warmly
praised by representatives of the Swedish and Norwegian
Rheumatism Associations, which represent rheumatism sufferers.
The associations actively encourage the packaging industry to
develop more easily opened forms of packaging.
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Ricoh’s resolve shows in their goals
Ricoh Company, Ltd. announced new goals to strengthen
its commitment to fostering sustainability in business and
society. Ricoh started its 19th Mid-Term Management plan
from April 2017, and to coincide with the plan, Ricoh
outlined five material issues and new environmental goals
that include achieving zero greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
by 2050. Furthermore, Ricoh has become the first Japanese
company to join the RE100, a collaborative, global initiative
of influential businesses committed to 100% renewable
electricity, working to massively increase demand for - and
delivery of - renewable energy. By joining the RE100, the
Company has committed to using a minimum of 30%
renewable energy by 2030 and 100% by 2050.
Ricoh aims to create new markets and value propositions by
looking broadly at social issues, and taking on the challenge
to resolve them while simultaneously achieving social
development and Ricoh’s own business growth. Ricoh will
address five material issues: 1) productivity enhancement;
2) intelligence creation; 3) quality of life enhancement; 4)
zero-carbon society; and 5) circular economy.
With the launch of its 19th Mid-Term Management Plan,
Ricoh has established these five material issues to focus
on through business, based on the U.N. Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) that were agreed upon by the
international community, and Ricoh’s Mission Statement.
Highlights of new environmental goals and achievements
include:
Ricoh will set new goals for 2030 based on the Paris
Agreement, which was enacted last year (*2).
Ricoh will strive to achieve zero greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions by 2050. We made the Ricoh Group
Environmental Declaration to achieve those goals, and we
will thoroughly promote energy conservation activities, and
actively use renewable energy.
For utilisation of renewable energy, Ricoh became the first
Japanese company to join RE100.
By joining RE100, Ricoh has committed to using a minimum
of 30% renewable energy by 2030 and 100% by 2050.
Concerning GHG emissions from sources other than Ricoh,
we will contribute to creating a zero-carbon society across
the value chain by striving to improve the energy efficiency
of our products, and also by encouraging business partners
and customers to work together.

Ricoh Awarded Highest Gold Rating in EcoVadis
Global Supplier Survey Three times in a Row
Ricoh has retained the highest standard, gold rating, three
times in a row at the survey conducted by EcoVadis that
assesses suppliers from 110 countries and across 150 business
sectors on corporate policies, initiatives and achievements
in areas concerning the Environment, Labor Practices, Fair
Business Practices, and Supply Chain. Ricoh submitted its
sustainability data to EcoVadis for evaluation and was ranked
within the top 5% of all companies surveyed following last
year.
Today, many global companies are eager to improve both their
own sustainability record, and sustainability in their supply
chain as well. In fact the sustainability performance of suppliers
has become an important factor for supplier selection. It is
also becoming more common that customers request Ricoh’s
sustainability data as part of their supplier selection process
they often request our assessment by EcoVadis.
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INDIAN PRINTERS
AT SINO CORRUGATED
Under the aegis of AIFMP, a 170-member strong group of printers from India visited China to attend the SINO
Corrugated 2017 Exhibition in April. Our own Uday Dhote shares the glimpses of this memorable journey.
Shanghai New International Expo Centre in Shanghai, China
hosted the SINO Corrugated 2017 Exhibition between April 11
and 14. The Exhibition, one of the largest business platforms
for the corrugated manufacturing industry, was organised by
Reed Exhibitions, a leading global events organiser. Reed, an
India-based company with headquarters in Mumbai, sponsored
the lodging and boarding for all the printers. AlFMP engaged
the services of a Delhi-based tour operator to arrange a twincity tour package – stay at Beijing between April 7 and 10,
followed by Shanghai, from April 10 to 13 – for those interested
in exploring a bit of China besides attending the Exhibition in
Shanghai.

SINO Corrugated at Shanghai
The Indian printers visiting the SINO Corrugated 2017 in
Shanghai under the aegis of AIFMP received a grand welcome.
All the printer-members of the Indian contingent attended the
opening ceremony of the Exhibition. Spread over 1,10,000

square metres, exhibitors from all around the world were
showcasing over 1,800 pieces of corrugated manufacturing
equipment, including over 1,200 kinds of consumables at the
Exhibition. Playing an important role in accelerating the growth
of the global corrugated industry, the SINO Corrugated 2017
welcomed a great number of print-industry professionals from
dynamic global markets including Latin America, the Middle
East, Africa, and South-east Asia.
The second day of the Exhibition was action-packed with the
Corrugated World Forum, the Global Conference of Global
Corrugated Industry Trade Agents, the India Day Celebrations,
and the Latin America Day Celebrations.

Begin with Beijing
For those who chose to visit Beijing, the city welcomed them
with the beautiful cherry blossom. The roads in the city came
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alive with blooming trees with the advent of the spring. The
contingent visited to the Tienanmen Square with its monument
to the People’s Heroes column. We spent time strolling across
the huge plaza, from where we could see the outer wall of the
Forbidden City, the Late Chairman Mao’s Mausoleum, and the
massive National Museum of China that houses cultural relics,
and the Chinese Parliament.
We visited a silk factory; we shopped in the retail outlet of the
factory and during our visit to a nearby scenic lake. The lake
shore was dotted with numerous restaurants, cafes, and curio
shops. Later that day we were taken to the gigantic, six-storey
tall Silk Market, a shopping centre in Chaoyang District. The
Market accommodates over 1,700 retail vendors.

Walking the Great Wall
Our itinerary obviously included a visit to the magnificent
world of the world – The Great Wall of China. The Wall is an
architectural marvel and a strategically planned defence. All
of us have seen and heard about the length of the wall, the
steep mountain corridors that the wall covers, and the rugged
country side that the wall cuts through. When we saw the
wall up and close, however, we were amazed at the integrated
military systems on the wall with watchtowers for surveillance,
fortresses for command posts and logistics, beacon towers for
communications. It was awe-inspiring indeed!

Experiencing the
speed of a bullet
Our journey from Beijing
to Shanghai had a
unique surprise. A few
of us chose to travel on
a bullet train.
The Beijing South
Station, from where
the white-coloured
train departed, had an
airport-like appearance.
Surprisingly, there were
no bridges or steps
in that huge station;
boarding exits from the
upper-decks took one
straight down to the
right platform via an
escalator.
We travelled to Shanghai Hongqaio station, with a single stop
at Nanjing South, in mere five hours on a ‘G’ train running
during the day at a highest speed of 300 km/h (186 mph). The
‘D’ trains run overnight at a highest speed of 250 km/h (217
mph). Through the
journey we whizzed
past massive fields,
industrial towns,
mountains, and
rivers.
Sensational Shanghai
While the printers
attended the SINO
Corrugated 2017,
the family members
visited the Shanghai
Disney Land, a
popular theme park
specially designed
for China. Situated
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promenade lined with colonial-era buildings, on the river
Huangpu. One can see the beautiful and futuristic, skyscraperladen skyline of the Pudong district dominated by the 632 metre
tall, 128-storey Shanghai Tower – the Asia’s tallest skyscraper,
and the Oriental Pearl TV Tower, with its distinctive pink spheres.
We returned to India with many memorable moments from
this trip. The business trip to SINO Corrugated 2017 offered us
insights into the future of corrugated industry and its trends,
and the pleasurable city-sightings allowed us to unwind and
enjoy Beijing and Shanghai, the two mega-cities of China.

Celebrating India at SINO Corrugated
As a part of the India Day Celebrations,
we, the Indian printers organised the
‘Proud of India Procession’ from the
entrance of the Exhibition Centre to the
VIP Hall designated for the celebrations.
Consul General of India at Shanghai,
Prakash Gupta was the chief guest for
the Celebrations.
in the Pudong district of Shanghai,
the theme park consists of seven
themed areas: Mickey Avenue,
Gardens of Imagination, Fantasy
Land, Treasure Cove, Adventure Isle,
Tomorrow Land, and Toy Story Land.
No wonder, the children and the
families enjoyed themselves in this
wonderland. The group also visited
the Shanghai Tower at night to
experience the mesmerising beauty
of the Shanghai city at night.
The families were then regrouped
with the member printers, and
together they enjoyed the cruise
along the Bund – a famed waterfront

The 170 printers visiting SINO Corrugated 2017 celebrated India Day during the exhibition in Shanghai, China.
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YOUR TECHNOLOGY
COULD BE COSTING YOU MORE
THAN YOU THINK.

EFI™ LED Printers

Chances are, EFI LED technology will cut your costs and boost productivity.
Plus, you’ll get faster turnarounds, on more substrates, with lower energy
costs and lower TCO.

Learn more at efi.com

LET US BE THE FUEL

Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services. EFI, FabriVU, Fiery, the Fiery logo, and VUTEk are trademarks of Electronics For
Imaging, Inc. and/or its wholly owned subsidiaries in the U.S. and/or certain other countries. ©2017 Electronics For Imaging, Inc. All rights reserved.
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ESKO IN THE AWARD GALORE
Esko Crystal XPS exposure unit receives 2017 FTA Technical Innovation Award
Esko was recently awarded the prestigious Flexographic
Technical Association (FTA) Technical Innovation Award in the
category of Prepress-Graphics for the Crystal XPS exposure unit.
The award was announced at the FTA’s Annual Forum gala
awards banquet, April 30 in Phoenix, Arizona, US, and accepted
on behalf of Esko by Pascal Thomas, Esko Director Flexo
Business and Rory Marsoun, VP Business Development–Flexo,
Americas. The new, unique Crystal XPS, part of a complete
automated platemaking system, is a digitally controlled LED UV

Mr Thomas.
For more than two decades, FTA has sought to recognise and
celebrate the incredible achievements made by individuals
and companies, large and small, which have contributed to
the growth of flexography. The Technical Innovation Award
recognises companies and/or individuals whose visions and
perseverance bring new products and technologies to the
flexographic marketplace. FTA has celebrated those creative
thinkers and risk-takers who seek ways to further refine and
advance the flexographic printing process and who bring
significant contributions to the industry in terms of adoption,
change, and competitive posture.

An easy, consistent process

Joe Tuccitto and Shelley Rubin, FTA, and Pascal Thomas and Rory Marsoun, Esko.

exposure unit, providing nearly simultaneous main and back
exposures and supports all photopolymer flexo plates.
“Esko has always pioneered ways for flexo trade-shops and
printer/converters to produce plates better and more efficiently.
We have innovated flexo plate imaging ever since the digital
imaging device was introduced at Drupa in 1995 with the CDI,
and we received an FTA Technical
Innovation award in 1998 as the
first computer-to-plate system for
photopolymer flexographic printing.
Likewise, Esko’s HD Flexo and Full
HD Flexo technology have received
a number of industry tributes. Now
we are thrilled that the Crystal XPS
exposure unit has been similarly
honoured. We are convinced it is
a revolutionary technology in the
same way as the CDI was, offering
extraordinary, consistent quality as
well as a way to automate flexo
platemaking operations,” enthuses
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The new, unique Crystal XPS, ultimately part of a complete
automated plate-making system, is a digitally-controlled
exposure unit, supporting all photopolymer flexo plates. Plates
are placed onto the glass surface, where very accurate back
and main exposures—by patented LED UV light technology
that allows very precise control—are conducted simultaneously.
Nothing else is required from the operator. The consistent
light source and nearly concurrent back and main exposure
deliver unmatched relief and image consistency combined with
perfectly formed flat-top dots. As a result, these plates deliver
the highest level of consistency and quality on press.
The XPS Crystal is a major achievement because it offers
significantly improved consistency, key to achieving and
maintaining optimal print quality. One of the primary factors
influencing plate stability is UV exposure. UV LEDs don’t need
warm-up time and always emit consistent radiation. It has
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Stuart Fox, Director – Business Development and Go To Market at Esko, Bruno Vermeulen, Marketing Director –
EMEA at Esko), and Michael Seidl, Managing Director at Print & Publishing Media Group Image: printweek.in

also been proven that the shorter the time
(dwell) between main exposure and back
exposure, the finer the detail—like highlight
dots, tiny linework, and text—that can be
held on the plate. The XPS completes these
exposures nearly simultaneously, providing the
absolute highest quality dot and fine elements.
In addition, only when this time difference
is fixed, are those elements of repeatable
quality–for every digital flexo plate type at
every time of the production day. This is simply
not possible with a light frame. The XPS does
all this while being the simplest exposure
system available. There is no more need for
constant measurement and adjustment as UV
output changes.

Flexo plate-making made easy
By linking the XPS to the CDI, automating and
simplifying the flexo plate making process
is coming much closer. The combined CDI
Crystal XPS solution reduces five manual
steps in the traditional plate-making process
to just one step. The plate-making device
integrates with the entire prepress workflow,
including Device Manager, to optimally control
the output of plates. In addition, soon the
imaging and exposing units will connect to a
plate processor. Thus, flexo plate-making will
become an easy and controlled process with
high quality, consistent output.

Esko gets two EDP awards for technological innovations
Esko’s industry leading technology and its positive impact on today’s demanding
print production environment has been recognised with two EDP awards. Both
were presented to Bruno Vermeulen, EMEA Marketing Director at Esko, at the EDP
Award Ceremony held at Fespa, Hamburg.
The two Esko solutions —ArtiosCAD and Esko Automated Quality Assurance —
were awarded among 31 winners chosen from more than 150 entries. The EDP
aims to better assist the technology-appliers to find the right solution for their
applications. “The awards honor the best developments in print production tools,
software developments, substrates, inks, materials and finishing systems,” said,
Klaus-Peter Nicolay, President, EDP.
Esko’s ArtiosCAD Display Store is a comprehensive online library of tried-and-tested
design templates using basic parameters. The online shop offers a wide selection of
designs requiring only size adjustment to be production-ready. This removes both
time and potential error out of the design process.
Esko’s Automated Quality Assurance is a custom solution of automated quality
control tools developed by Esko and industry partners such as GlobalVision. It
is a set of features that automatically inspects and compares files. Via catching
and highlighting problems with spelling, text, barcodes, Braille, colours and more
packaging specific items in the prepress workflow, it improves the throughput of
quality control.
Mr Vermeulen said, “These awards are a great endorsement of our software and
workflow solutions. We aim to simplify the way our customers work and develop
our offering to support easier, faster and error-free operations. It is really great to
see our solutions once more recognized by the EDP as industry-leading.”
The EDP Association was founded in 2006 by six trade magazines with main
editorial focus on digital print and production. Today, the EDP Association counts
20 member magazines all over Europe, covering 26 countries and reaching more
than half a million readers in Europe.

Source: http://www.printweek.in/news/esko-edp-awards-technologicalinnovations-24714
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A CLOUD-BASED PRODUCTION PLANNING
Amedia is Norway’s largest publisher of local media titles – with
a daily audience of more than two million readers and users. For
its printing activities in Norway Amedia Trykk og Distribusjon,
one of Norway's biggest and oldset newspaper printers, runs
seven printing plants spread across the whole country – from
Bodø in the far north to Larvik, 1,200 kilometres southward.
To synchronise and coordinate the overall production Amedia
Trykk og Distribusjon are using MWM's cloud-based production
planning tool (PPC). It supports in six of those printing plants the
planning for around 65 titles.

A long-term relationship
Amedia Trykk have been a customer to MWM Group
(Stockholm, Sweden) for over ten years. MWM CopyTrack is
used for monitoring printing production in real time and collect
production data for reports and analysis. Amedia also have been
using the former Java based planning system for several years,
that now is being replaced by the new production planning
system PPC. Started in 2014 the project at Amedia has helped to
develop the new cloud based system for production planning.
Project management was on the customer side led by Ketil
Haugland, CTO Amedia Trykk og Distribusjon, and at MWM
Group by Philip Pettersson.
PPC allows Amedia Trykk to plan titles, printing jobs and
deliveries. Inserts can be booked directly on titles. Most of inserts
for Amedia are imported to the system from the Norwegian
national insert booking system. The newspapers are using a web
portal to enter information into the system regarding circulations
and number of pages. All productions are transferred to
CopyTrack via interface. In CopyTrack Amedia are monitoring the
production in real time and collect production data for reports
and analysis.

PPC at a glance
MWM Production Planning is a cloud-based service which
provides an overview of the use of production resources at one
or more printing plants. The planning includes prepress, press

Ketil Haugland, CTO Amedia Trykk og Distribusjon

and mailroom. The information can be accessed through the
internet by all parties involved. MWM Production Planning
simplifies planning for production planners and project
managers.
An order describes the product, customer, product name,
editions, paginations, substrate, print runs, etc. The booking is
sent to a production planner responsible for allocating resources
in the press hall and mailroom (and prepress if relevant). Based
on the product description and the chosen equipment, the
system calculates production times for the various processes.
Naturally, the planner can change the times suggested by the
system.
The production planner sets how detailed the planning should
be, whether down to the level of folder or printing unit and
whether mail-room and prepress should be planned by line
or by machine. One advantage of detailed planning is that
maintenance can be planned for un-booked machines in the
press hall and mailroom, in conjunction with production. With
a common and comprehensive production plan, it is easy to
calculate production times for each printed product.
MWM Production Planning includes a customer portal where
print clients can update current production information. This
reduces the number of mistakes and saves time and money for
the client as well as the printing plant.
Ketil Haugland, CTO Amedia Trykk og Distribusjon, says: "The
Production Planning Cloud gives us a great support for both
our night and day operations. The scheduling and planning
has become easier not only for production staff and project
manager but also made it easier for our vendors and customers.
We now have, in every single order, detailed information on the
customer, product name, issues, number of pages, paper grade,
circulations, etc. Other valuable information is that we easily get
a clear view of coverage and capacity utilisation."

Screenshot PPC
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Lessons in lamination
Print Bulletin brings you a series of knowledge-filled, FAQ-format articles by K. Panthala Selvan, an
UGRA certified expert and standardisation consultant from the Chennai-based Pressman Academy
for Print Education and Resources.
In the previous article we learned about various components
and parameters involved in the lamination process. This time,
let us understand the thermal lamination in detail.

So, what is thermal lamination process?
It is the lamination process creates a system of polymer layers:
the printed substrate; the printing ink; the glue layer; and the
laminating film. The condition for good lamination quality
is, above all, excellent adhesion of all the layers and perfect
coverage of the surface with liquid glue; it suggests that the
result of lamination is affected by these principal factors, the
circumstances of the process, and the operations that have been
previously performed in the printed substrate.

What does the glue layer in thermal lamination film
consist of?
The thermal lamination process uses hot-melt glues that are
already incorporated into the manufactured film. Hot melt glues
are thermoplastic materials that preserve their plasticity in a
glued connection. Under ambient temperature, they are solid
and contain no solvents or water. Once heated, they liquefy
and become sticky. When compared to other types of glues,
hot-melt glues have a short open time (time period after the
application of the glue during which a quality connection can be
established), as well as a short sealing time (the minimum time
that is necessary to provide a good connection by pressing the
glued materials together). While the glue is being applied onto
the base film, it is important to observe that the glue washes
the surface of the polymer film, that the glue is flexible and
clear, that it does not affect the flatness of the film and, that the
layer quality is uniform.
There is a wide range of hot-melt glues – thermoplastic, rubber
copolymers, polyurethanes – however, the glue with most
frequent application in the printing industry is ethylene vinyl
acetate (EVA).

What are the operating parameters of hot-melt glues?
•

Working temperature: 150-180 degree Celsius

•

Viscosity of molten glue during application: 1000-10000
mPas

•

Open time (gluing period): 2-60 seconds

•

Sealing time (curing time): 0.5-15 seconds

•

Softening point: 55-110 degree Celsius

What heating systems are most popular in lamination
machines?
Comparison of individual systems of the heating rollers provides
a comprehensive view of their efficiency and the properties
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which should be considered when selecting a lamination
machine. Two types of heating systems for lamination rollers
have become more popular in the print industry – electric and
liquid circulation systems.
Electric Systems
Almost all electric heating rollers used for lamination operate
with internal heating; this leads to temperatures higher within
than on the outside of the roller. As electric heating rollers are
typically controlled by temperature monitoring in the jacket near
the surface, they are easier to control and respond more quickly
than liquid circulation systems. Heat loss is limited, primarily to
the loss by flow from the roller surface.
Compared to liquid circulation systems, electric systems use less
complicated components. Downtimes caused by component
failures are minimum and as no hot fluids or leaks with potential
danger are posed; the safety risks are lower as well.
Most electric heating systems use a resistance sensor (or a
thermocouple fitted in the roller jacket) that is installed as
close to the roller surface as possible. The signal enters the
temperature control unit that supervises the amount of energy
brought to the heating element. As the system has better
thermal response, heat control is faster than in the liquid
circulation systems; this reduces the temperature setting process
only to the setting of the desired temperature.
Liquid Circulation Systems
Most liquid circulation systems use a tank and a heating
element that increases the temperature of the liquid (oil
or water), a control system, a heat-sensitive sensor (it is
usually fitted near the tank and system controls), a pump,
a rotary connector, and the heat piping components for the
transportation of hot liquid to the roller.
Each of the components represent a maintenance point that
requires regular inspection, repair, and on-hand storage to
minimise downtime and safety issues caused by failure of a
particular component. Heating systems that use oil for heating
of the roller carry yet another problem that lies in the disposal
of toxic, carbonised oil that is the result of continuous heat
recycling at high temperatures.
The heating roller of liquid circulation systems uses either a
simple, single-wall design or, more often, a two-wall structure
with spiralled partitioning to provide higher consistency of heat
transfer across and around the roller. The temperature is usually
read in the liquid tank, not in the roller; this arrangement means
that the routine of temperature setting requires several trialand-error stages. Liquid circulation systems are assumed to yield
heat loss of 10–15% during transfer from the liquid tank to the
roller.
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Although most rollers specify the uniformity of heat distribution
without load, heat distribution in the roller may vary greatly by
the speed (heat load) or width of the film. The temperature of
the roller surface will be similar to the inner temperature of the
roller in locations outside the load (i.e. contact with the film)
where heat load is low. Uniform distribution of temperature
cannot be achieved without further measures.
What technology issues may be related to the heating of
the lamination roller?
An issue that is often observed in all types of rollers with energy
supply from within the roller is overheating, as the machine
starts and stops. This problem can be quite easily resolved at
the time of the machine start-up with proper setting of the
adaptation mode of the PI controller.
A situation more complicated is overheating of a machine that
has stopped from full-speed operation. This situation offers no
easy solutions. The cause is the thermal resistance of the heating
system roller-film for the heat flow in question. The resistance
is based on the roller design and it results in the thermal
difference between the inside and outside of the heating roller;
the difference is proportional to the heat flow. The required
amount of heat flow depends on the preset roller temperature,
lamination speed, heat conductivity of the paper, and on the
thickness and other properties of the film.
In situations close to the maximum heat flow the source of
energy can generate, the difference between the temperatures
on the inside and outside of the roller may be as much as 30
degree Celsius. Energy proportional to the heat difference
accumulates in the roller wall; after the machine has
stopped, the heat dissipates by increasing the temperature
of roller surface by as much as one half of the difference.
All manufacturers aim to minimise that resistance. Several
sophisticated solutions exist. Some manufacturers have decided
to pursue the concept of minimising the roller wall thickness
using a strength calculation for complex pressure load that
acts on the roller. The approach also includes minimising the
heat resistance between the heating element and roller by
expanding wedges that provide excellent contact between the
two components.
Another equally significant problem of the lamination machine
is the uniformity of surface temperature across the width of the
roller for lamination of a range of width of films (sheet). The
problem appears in all machines regardless of the technology;
whether heat energy heats the roller surface from within or from
the outside. It is not difficult to achieve uniform distribution of
temperature on the roller surface without load. Load, however,
necessitates the increased heat flow so that the required
temperature is achieved at the location of the load. If the
film covers only a part of the width of the heating roller, heat
flow will cause the temperature of the uncovered part to rise
although the temperature of the covered part remains constant.
Heat conductivity of the roller will cause the higher temperature
to expose the edges of the films and result in local overheating;
this phenomenon cannot be eliminated without additional
measures in any heating technology.
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The lamination process creates a system of polymer layers:
the printed substrate; the printing ink; the glue layer; and the
laminating film.

Some manufacturers has addressed the issue by separating
the heating area into several zones. Each of the zones has its
own heat sensor located in the roller wall in the middle of the
respective heating zone; therefore, each zone uses an individual
temperature control system. Machines for B2 size have three
zones, machines for sizes B1 and B0 operate five heating zones.
Another possible solution is the use of a roller with high heat
conductivity of the walls, e.g. heat pipes fitted in the roller walls.

What are the principal benefits of thermal lamination?
Economic Benefits
•

The result of lamination may be inspected immediately to
minimise the scrap rate.

•

Machines using this technology are cheaper than machines
for wet lamination.

•

The machine can easily be operated by operators with lower
skills.

•

Stoppage caused by the cleaning and maintenance
operations is minimal.

•

The price of expandable materials (thermal films) has
continued to decrease in the long-term.

Technological Benefits
•

The time between printing and laminating is short.

•

Higher quality of production can be repeatedly achieved
without the direct influence of the operator.

•

Prints do not need to be cleaned for printer-dust prior to
lamination.

•

Prints may be laminated on both faces immediately without
waiting for the glue to dry.

•

Thermal lamination technology is suitable for processing the
digital prints.

Flexibility
•

The prints can be further processed almost immediately after
lamination.

•

The times required for transition from one production batch
to another are minimum.

•

High flexibility of production may be achieved in line with
the general trend of reducing the costs of printing orders.

ASSOCIATION NEWS
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What causes laminating bubbles?
Few issues look worse than when the bubbles appear under the
film. Bubbling can occur due to many reasons, the most common
of which are listed below.
Tension
The film does not remain as taut as it enters the nib due to
the lack of supply roll tension. The insufficient tension causes
bubbles when air gets trapped between the film and image. Too
little supply roll tension will cause bubbles before it will cause
wrinkles in the film. Insufficient tension is fixed by adjusting the
tension of the feed spool to the recommended specifications for
the type of film being used in the machine. For instance, thinner
film needs less tension.
Speed
Feeding too quickly causes bubbles, for example, if the item is
pushed into the nib faster than the speed of the laminator. The
solution to this problem is too obvious to mention.
Heat
‘Hot spots’ are a key problem when laminating inkjet prints.
Inkjet printers dump a lot of ink onto the print and a rushed
operator may try to laminate the image before the ink is
completely dry. The problem may be exacerbated by the fact
that, if a laminator is allowed to sit for extended periods of
time without the rolls turning, there can be great temperature
difference on the different parts of the rolls. This creates hot
spots.
For example, when running a laminator at 85 degree Celsius,
the point where the rolls sit together can easily reach over 95
degree Celsius. When a moist inkjet print encounters one of
such hot spots, the ink easily can boil, creating bubbles. Among
the solutions to heat-related bubbling is not to let the rolls sit
idle for extended periods of time; to speed up the laminator so
less heat gets into the printer; or to work with a temperature
maximum of 40 degree Celsius. Always use the appropriate
pressure.
Silvering

The insufficient tension causes
bubbles when air gets trapped between the film and image.
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Silvering
is caused
when the
tiny bubbles
of air are
captured
under the
film. These
areas look
hazy or
reflective
on the
laminated
surface.

It may not be noticeable over light areas of an image, but will
be more obvious over the darker or black areas of the print.
Silvering usually is caused by too low operating temperatures
and, most often, it occurs when the machine is not given time to
warm up or if the film temperature drops too low.
When a large machine is warmed up without the motor on,
one side of each laminating roll remains relatively cool. When
lamination begins, a pattern of repeated silvering can be seen
each time the cool side of a roller is applied to the lamination.
‘Cool spots’ are the areas that are not hot enough to melt the
adhesive, and therefore, causing a poorer bond between the
laminating film and the image.
As a thumb rule, pay attention to any defect which repeats; it is
typical of debris, damaged rollers, or the low temperature on a
section of the roller. Bubbles also can be caused if the adhesive
does not bond properly to the image. It can look like a sheen on
the image. Bonding problems also can be caused by inadequate
heat, inadequate or uneven pressure, or too much speed.
Inadequate pressure can cause silvering if the film is not pressed
onto the image with enough pressure; it keeps the adhesive
from creating proper bonding.

What causes wrinkles during lamination?
The film will wrinkle if the supply roll tension is not enough.
Every laminator needs a certain amount of resistance in the
unwinding of the supply rolls so that the film lays flat as it goes
into the nib of the laminating rollers. Thinner film needs less
tension; thicker film needs more. Also, respect the laminating
temperature of 40 degree Celsius to avoid wrinkling due to
damp materials during the laminating process. The moisture
content of the printed substrates must be the lowest.
Uneven film thickness due to extrusion process, board waviness
and overlap in higher gsm are few more factors causing
wrinkles.

What are the ‘orange peel’ wrinkles?
The industry term ‘orange peel’ refers to the very fine wrinkles
or waves in the laminate. This is a common condition resulting
from too much heat. Simply adjust the temperature to a lower
setting.
A quick fix can be to speed up the laminator. As the film runs
at greater speeds, the actual film temperature is reduced. Some
orange peel may occur when laminating prints with a lot of
solvent residues or oil-based prints.

Why does waving/blistering/dimpling occur?
These occur from the natural moisture in the item making it swell
during printing. When too much heat is used, the moisture is dried
out, but the areas that swell prevent the item from lying flat. They
can also be caused by too little tension and uneven pressure.

How does pressure affect lamination?
Users should start with as little tension as possible and then add
more as needed rather than starting with a lot and loosening up.
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Some of the most common problems with laminated prints due
to the wrong amount of tension or pressure are as follows:
•

•

•

•

In-feed waves are marks in the finished product that result
from the original image being somehow distorted before it
went in. For instance, if there is insufficient tension on the
image as it is going in, it could end up crooked or folded as
it enters the nib of the rolls. When feeding an image into
the laminator, make sure it is parallel to the roll. Once it gets
pulled in, grab the back of the image and hold it taut so any
wrinkles get smoothed out before they enter the nib.

3. Special instructions – laminating temperature range (100120 deg or selected as per the dwell time or dimensional
stability). Printing sheet should be dried well before
lamination,handling with care, cleanliness, scratches, etc.
4. Unit weight in GSM, yield, surface tension (40-42 dynes/cm),
gloss angle (45 degree), matte side, lamination temperature,
etc.

How to handle the static electricity built up during the
lamination process?

Print curl occurs when an image is unrolled and wants to
roll itself back up again. A little bit of this is normal, but
if the print does not lay flat after some gentle smoothing,
it is a problem. Print curl happens when one side of an
encapsulated image changes size out of proportion to the
other side, causing the print to curl towards the smaller
side. This can be caused if the user puts a heavy laminate
on the top side and something thin and cheap on the back,
but doesn’t adjust the tension to allow for the different
dimensional stabilities of both types of film. For instance,
if the user applies the same tension to both the top and
bottom film, the bottom film will likely stretch more than
the top since it is weaker. As the image cools, the bottom
film will tighten up a little more than the top film since it
was stretched farther, causing the image to curl towards the
back.

Static electricity is an issue that may arise and is impossible
to prevent. It can easily be kept under control by taking a few
precautions.

Boat wake is an undesirable ripple pattern in a ‘V’ shape
on a finished print. Boat wake is caused by several things.
For example, when trying to encapsulate something thick,
the edges of the film hanging off the sides of the print will
not get as much pressure, so they will drag behind, causing
the ripple pattern. The ‘reverse boat wake’ can be caused
when too much pressure is applied to the sides of the roller,
forcing the middle up and causing the film to drag behind
the film on the sides.

In addition, grounding all plant machinery and related
equipment is most important. Besides the safety factor, a
grounded machine will help drain off extremely high charges of
static electricity from partial conductors.

Ripples occur when too much pressure is exerted on the
item when it goes through the rolls on the way out of the
laminator while the film is still hot. To prevent this, make
sure the pressure is at the proper ration of speed for the pull
and front rolls. Make sure to work with a low temperature
without exceeding 40-45 degree Celsius.

What causes repeating marks?
Repeating marks occur when there is something on the roll,
usually a piece of paper or a scrap of film. If the defect is
adhesive residues, simply clean the rolls.

What does the Technical data sheet of lamination film
talks about?
1. Introduction – the material used to make the film like BOPP
or PET, whether single or double side treated, the process of
lamination (thermal or cold lamination).
2. Features – the finish (matt or gloss), resistance to elongation
and tear, appearance, bond strength with paper, bursting
strength, and further finishing process suitability.
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Eliminating or neutralising static electricity by induction is the
oldest and simplest method. Tinsel is the most common tool
for this application. However, tinsel oftentimes is misused and,
therefore, sometimes not effective. When using tinsel, it must
have a metal core. Tinsel with a string (non-conductive) core
will not function properly. Secondly, the tinsel must be well
grounded electrically, stretched tight and placed ¼ of an inch
from the material to be neutralised. There also must be ‘free air
space’ under the material to be neutralised, directly under or
over the spot where the tinsel is placed. If done properly, the
tinsel will reduce static electricity on both sides of the staticladen material.

Static electricity is an issue when laminating lighter weight
films since they have a tendency to curl back towards the rear
rolls. The film then can begin to wrap around the rear rolls. To
alleviate this problem, put the laminator in reverse and gently
pull the wrapped film off the rear rolls. To prevent wrap around,
laminate all documents using a continuous feed as the weight
will hold the laminations away from the rear rolls or leave a few
inches of extra film as the weight will not allow the static to pull
the film back into the rolls.

Learn more from PAPER
The knowledge partner for this series of articles is
Pressman Academy, a Chennai-based print consultancy
with a service centre in Mumbai. Pressman Academy for
Print Education and Resources or PAPER is popular for
press calibration, pressroom standardisation, designing
workflow, implementing quality check process, conducting
seminars, conducting on-site teaching sessions for
operators and more. The Academy also maintains a
technical WhatsApp group – Print Quality Techniques. To
join the group send request to pressmansolutions@gmail.
com or WhatsApp to 9962 247 365.
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Vishful Thinking
In this column, out industry veteran Vishwanath Shetty of The PrintWorks presents us his
tongue-in-cheek view of the recent political news.
What a hoot?
The great Indian jugaad has found a way to get around the beacon ban –
with netas in Madhya Pradesh and Telangana replacing the lal battis with
sirens. Maharashtra is also looking for employing hooters to enjoy the very
important person (VIP) status reported Times of India (ToI) on May 2, 2017.
Maharashtra’s home minister Deepak Kesarkar has written to the Director
General of Police (DGP) to look for alternatives. The politicians adopting
hooters and sirens are vishfully ignorant that the same is prohibited under
the Central Motor Vehicle Rules, with the exceptions of Police vehicles, Fire
Brigades and Ambulances and some construction equipments. They are all
vishful that they will be able to show the VIP status by an alternative method.

Congress canon (mis)fires again
Digvijay Singh blamed the Hyderabad police to have created a fake islamic
state (IS) website to radicalise young Muslims. Miffed with this statement,
the ruling party in the state, Telangana Rashtra Samiti (TRS) is likely to
support the Bharatiya Janata Party-led (BJP) national democratic alliance
(NDA) candidate in the upcoming presidential elections in India. Mr Singh
also accused the TRS government of conniving with BJP in enacting the 12%
reservations to Muslims at the behest of BJP to polarise the state along
communal lines! Digvijay Singh has always got his foot in the mouth, and yet
vishful that nobody minds it. Congress leaders are you listening?

Do you become friends to share common enemies? Not
always...
On May 4, TOI reported that all non-BJP parties are trying to unite to oppose
the BJP candidate for the upcoming presidential elections. Congress President
Sonia Gandhi approached National Congress (NC) leader Omar Abdullah,
Samajwadi Party-chief (SP) Mulayam Singh Yadav, and Rashtriya Janata
Dal-chief (RJD) Lalu Prasad Yadav for choosing a joint nominee for the post
of the President of India. She is likely to meet Trinamool Congress-chief
(TMC) Mamta Bannerjee and Bahujan Samaj Party’s Mayawati, and Dravida
Munnetra Kazhagam’s (DMK) Stalin to build a consensus. She has already
spoken to Nationalist Congress Party-chief (NCP) Sharad Pawar, Janata Dal
– United (JDU) president Nitish Kumar, Communist Party of India – Marxist
(CPIM) Sitaram Yechury, D Raja of Communist Party of India (CPI), and Janata
Dal – Secular’s (JDS) Deve Gouda. Congress Vice President Rahul Gandhi has
spoken to the former chief minister (CM) and SP leader, Akhilesh Yadav. Nitish
Kumar is also to talk to Naveen Patnaik in Bhubhaneshwar. The lobbying
leaders are also contemplating to speak to Shiv Sena (SS) and Akali Dal, who
are a part of the NDA alliance. Does being friends by the virtue of having
common enemies really work? Are these leaders vishful that with this new
paradigm, they will be able to choose a common leader to lead the party in
the 2019 general elections?

the other to show to the world – Delhi CM Kejriwal has Manish Sisodia to
show to the world and Satyendra Jain to eat.” All this refers to AAP’s MLA
Kapil Mishra’s corruption allegations against its own government, and the
disclosing of hoards of cheques and money transfer to the AAP party account.
Vishful thinking doesn’t end. Hope the elephant doesn’t close one eye on the
side where people grab the riches.
On May 9, Arvind Kejriwal-led Delhi government demonstrated in the
assembly how easily an electronic voting machine (EVM) can be tampered
with. It was surely to divert the attention of the media and the public from
the corruption bomb dropped by AAP’s own Kapil Mishra earlier in the
month. Ajit Gawde, CEO of Signal Circuits, the company that makes the
EVMs, assured that the machines are fully secured, and the demonstration by
Saurav Bharadwaj tampering the motherboard in a mere 90 seconds is not
true. Are the politicians so vishful that nobody from the public is wise enough
to realises the difference between an original EVM and a dummy to suit the
purpose of demonstration?

Simple and intelligent
India’s top court is debating triple talaq, halala and polygamy among its
Muslims. A triple talaq can be executed by verbally saying ‘talaq’ thrice as
it originally started, or write down talaq three times on a piece of paper.
Strange that it can even be executed with an SMS, a WhatsApp message, an
email, a phone call or a Skype or Facetime call as the technology suites to
the husband. So simple and dangerously impulsive! A respected Muslim lady
affected by triple talaq asked a pertinent question: ‘at the time of the nikah,
we are asked kubul hai? (Do you accept the wedding?). Why is the same not
given to us at the time of the talaq? It is not right.’
An intelligent argument which I have not heard any law experts put forward
before. The Government of India considers triple talaq as a Muslim Personal
Law practice that militates against the fundamental right to dignity and the
right to gender justice, that are intrinsic to the right to life guaranteed under
the Constitution. Vishful indeed are those who do not respect the rights of
the Muslim women!

A speed-breaker
TOI reported on May 12 that the State Transport Commissioner of
Maharashtra has set the speed limits for Mumbai, Navi Mumbai, Kalyan and
Vasai-Virar. The new speed limit for light commercial and passenger vehicle
is 80 km/h, 60 km/h for large commercial vehicles including the dumpers and
tankers, and 40 km/h for the school buses. The speed limit for the MumbaiPune Express way is 80 km/h. Is the transport commission really vishful that
the vehicles run at 80 km/h in Mumbai region? What a dream?

Martyrs, soldiers and immature politicians

The giant of a mistake

Free Press Journal reported on May 11 that BJP remarked that the SP leader
Akhilesh Yadav questioned the patriotism of the people from Gujarat when he
NDTV reported on May 9 that the BJP member of legislative assembly (MLA) reportedly said that no soldier from the state was martyred. Earlier on May 3,
in Delhi, Vijayendra Gupta was expelled from the assembly for protesting
as reported by TOI, SS-chief Uddhav Thackeray advised Prime Minister Modi
against the Aam Admi Party (AAP) government embroiled in the corruption
to ‘stop man ki baat and start gun ki baat in the wake of the attacks on our
charges against the AAP-led Delhi government. After the expulsion, Mr Gupta soldiers in Kashmir. Out of sense. Out of head. Our vishful political leaders do
said, “I was protesting against the corrupt AAP leaders.” He added, “Much
not realise that such opportunist comments about martyrs and patriotism do
like an elephant that has two sets of teeth – one to chew the food and
not lead them anywhere.
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NO BADLAAV PLEAASSE
Iqbal Kherodawala of Printline Reproductions holds a mirror up to us with his to-the-fact, yet
hilarious articles about our ‘typically Indian’ habits.
The ‘quirkiness’ or rather ‘Indian-ness’ of my fellow citizens never fails
to amaze me even when I am travelling thousands of miles away from
India. It is rightly said that you can take a man out of India, but you can
never ever take India out of a man/woman/LGBT.
The funny part is that we have such surprising quirks that you will see
‘Indians’ all over the world and more often than not, they are not really
‘Indians’. Surprised? Read on.
In spite of the fact that we consider a few qualities very ‘Indian’, we
forget that we are being harsh on ourselves. Although we accept that
we elevate all these to a very different level, by fine-tuning it and
honing it to an art where we become unique, we have to admit that
what we do is not exclusive.

Exclusively civilised
We have different states in the country, whose primary job is oneupmanship and whose main goal is to tell the Union Government that
they are doing a huge favour to India by simply ‘being in the nation’. Each
state is asking for its share of the pie and doesn’t want to do anything
to deserve it. Each state has its people scrambling for ‘rights’, the other
people be damned. And if you look at the European Union currently, you
will see each of these things happening. Interestingly, we call them
‘civilised’. One more ‘exclusiveness’ bites the dust.
We the jokers? Not any more

And now, the ‘joker-in-the-pack’ theory of why we no longer hold the
‘world-rights’ at being quirky and crazy. For the last so many years, I
Lets make some noise
marvelled at the mightiest democracy in the world churning up one
leader after another, after who’s victory, the nation always marvelled and
We pride ourselves on being noisy. See the Russians, the Greeks and
wondered who voted for such a person. Since 1947, this wonderment just
the Moroccans and you find them so similar to us that you wonder if
simply never ceased. Governments which worked simply were not elected
one of our mighty Mauryas travelled on a 10 night-11 day package to
in the next elections, and jokers who siphoned off people’s money were
these countries and impregnated their lasses to have them be just like
chosen one election after another. The ‘Great Indian bazaar’ was a sight
us. We pride ourselves on being thrifty. And, if you see the Jews in New
to behold and election after election was an exercise in frustration. And
York or the South Koreans, and you will wonder whether we learnt from
then came Trump. Our friend has somehow managed to take away the
them or vice versa. We pride ourselves on noisy weddings with dancing
last crown in our treasure. By becoming the POTUS (Pain of the US), he
and drinking through the night and over-the-top ostentatiousness
has managed to make us hang our heads in shame. Even after nearly
whilst spending, and when you see a typical Greek wedding, you
15 elections, we did not succeed in electing such a wonderfully divisive,
wonder if they have a Punjabi or a Marwari ascendant.
ranting, spluttering leader in our country and we need to really pull up
The specialised Gods
our socks. But before we do that, we must ensure that we do not seek
candidates who refuse to marry or those who refuse to beget. We need to
We pride ourselves on being intolerant and totally oblivious of the
select someone who at least has a delectable progeny to ogle at even if the
needs and the sensitivity of our next door neighbour. If you see almost
leader is not worth a second glance.
the entire Middle-East, you seriously want them to come to India, and
see how we multitudes can’t see eye-to-eye and yet ‘tolerate’ each
Being quintessentially Indian
other without blinking an eye. We pride ourselves on having multiple
When I travel to Europe, I am surprised to see my brothers who wait for
Gods, with each of the Gods for specific activities and requirements
the traffic lights to turn green before crossing the roads (and that too at
and when you see the Roman Pantheon of different Gods, we wonder
Zebra crossings). I wonder when I see them carefully tucking wrappers
whether they simply took our Gods and renamed them to ‘localise’
into their pockets, and diligently searching for waste bins to dispose them
them.
off. I see them all suited-booted to present India in a very different light to
Not a ‘class’ apart after all
the white-skinned goras. And I refuse to recognise them because they are
accepting
colonialism in a different way. Indian-ness is when you cross the
We pride ourselves on various castes and sub-castes in India, primarily
road
as
if
it
is apne-baap ka, at a place that makes me reach wherever ‘I
the Kshatriyas, the Brahmins, the Vaishyas, the Shudras, and last
want
to
go’
and not where the zebra crossing is. We strongly believe that
but not least, the ‘Netas’. We, however, forget that there are some
the
entire
road
network is my dust-bin and why should I limit myself to
countries that traditionally believed in the same system like ours. For
specific
places
to
dispose-off my garbage. Why should I hold my spit in my
example Japan in the Edo periods (the Samurai, the Peasants, the
mouth
until
I
find
a suitable place, (I have never been taught to do that),
artisans and the Merchants), China (there are only two classes, the
and
more
importantly,
why dress myself in their uniform, unless I want to
Supreme Leaders and the Peasants), North Korea (where there are
blend?
currently ONLY two classes, Kim Jong || and the rest), the US ( again
only three classes of people, those against Trump, those virulently
against Trump, and the ‘crazies’), Russia ( three classes of people,
the Putin-lovers, those in jail for being Putin-haters, and the Trumppromoters). This makes it obvious that India can no longer claim
exclusive rights to being parochial, casteist and bigot.

So friends, do not blend in. Keep your uniqueness alive. After all that
we have lost, at least let the world recognise us from amongst the many.
Young foreign mothers should point out a paan-spitting, jay-walking,
littering Indian out to their young children and show them how different an
Indian really is… We owe this to future generations.
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